Appendix II- Glossary
A-Horizon- the soil within the simplest pods, or composing
corrugated soil materials, in which the pedagogical features occur
whence it consists of the sarcoplasm, the skeleton grains and voids
that do not occur as physiological features other than those
expressed by specific residue.
Agronovore- any living organism which takes part in breaking down,
manipulating, or digesting soil.
Agrotudinarian- one who complains incessantly about soil.
Anti-Magnascope- a demagnifying scope which makes specimens
appear significantly smaller than they actually are. The demagnifying
range is from –10x to -1X1016x.
Antipulating- the process of siphoning and filtering soil impurities
and ground scum.
Augeri Wave- the movement of air resulting from the resonance of
male vocal cords in relation to the Perry Principle.
Barn- a wooden structure or building often found on a farm.
Barn Air- the air found within a barn.
Blooning- a process whereby friction between soil particles is induced
from the action of two metal plates swinging in opposite directions,
yet intersecting at a common point.
Borschtchtch- a Prussian stew consisting of several different types of
tubers, along with vegetables, tomato sauce, and meats. Often eaten
at the Observatory.
Boyfriend- something a girl has until something better comes along.
Burlile- the length of a plank on the stern of a ship, equal to roughly
14 figgins.
Cacklefornt- a grimy, highly acidic rust-like liquid residue.
Caterkiller- an arch-pest that is half caterpillar, half earwig, and half
carpenter ant.
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Chemkatka- a province in the region of Kamchatka.
Collolibral- a combination of four to five elements acting in unison to
create a negatively-charged forcefield surrounding a suspended
ybitterum-laced peptide.
Dale- a swell fellow who works at the bank and who is familiar with
upright vertical acceleration along the Golden Ladder of Success.
Davehammer- a powerful hydroelectric hammer made from
protactinium and various metals, similar in many respects to a
jackhammer, though much more durable.
Delawarenium- an element found solely in the soils of Delaware,
displaying highly irregular heckterspark ratios and a half-life similar
to half of the half-life of oils found on the Shroud of Turin.
Divining Rod- a wishbone-shaped rod used to locate water and
hypopockets via tomographic scanning. Also used by referees in
Soilball to mark an infraction.
Dkwp- the rate at which a common duck (Dk) gains prominence in
his or her pond after his or her first sexual experience.
Dorpoil- a hamlet which has been converted to soil.
Eart Ort- author of The Sperlouf of Understanding. See The Sperlouf
of Understanding
Electro-agitator- a hydroelectric spinning revolver-arm found within
the SnodCondensing Chamber, having a cadence of 272
revolutionary joules per second per second.
Erc- the amount of energy needed by active, ambulatory soils to move
an electron 1/1 trillionth light year away from its starting point.
Erc flow- the amount of erc measured from ambulatory soils at a
fixed point (zero point) for the span of one second, per second.
Ergometer- a device used to antipulate various soils, most often
contaminated rudimentary dirts and scums.
Figgin- an Irish unit of measurement equal to 2 loaf lengths.
Flarf-shunt- a granule sifter lever, often used in replacement of
SnodLevers, to enhance titration and squelching of soils.
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Flern- the amount of energy required to move a bar stool one meter.
Glube- a grotesque, disfigured chunk of mud.
Golden Ladder- a systematic stepping apparatus enabling the
pursuer to climb to greater heights of success (usually at a bank).
First achieved by Dale.
Grytosic- a type of soil that is somewhat pure and highly resistant to
permafrost. When found as an aggregate of streub soil,
chlorophylium is apropos and plant life becomes henceright
abundant. Furthermore, grytosic soils aid in the proliferation of
herbivore propagation.
Hecktersparks- subatomic energy spikes found within the molecular
arc of peculiar elements, most notably boron. Hecktersparks, known
for their colorless, odorless, and weightless properties, exhibit, under
the Infrared Zerb, when transmuted, a distinct bright orange color,
and a terribly quixotic pungent stink.
Hectacre- similar to a hectare, with a ‘c’ between the ‘a’ and the ‘r’.
Also, a hectacre is roughly 300 furlongs smaller than a hectare. See
hectare
Hectare- similar to a hectacre, minus the ‘c’. Additionally, a hectare is
a metric unit of area equal to 100 ares (2.471 acres). See hectacre
Herks- the spin capacity of an electron passing through an orbis,
expressed in joules per atomic instance.
Holesome- a collection of holes in a pasture or field.
Hootcoo- the amount of blow force for a Great Horned Owl of average
dimensions to execute a robust hoot.
Hurndopper- A type of gargoyle.
Hypopockets- 1. Compact regions of sand found within clay-like soil
voids. 2. (Archaic) Rarefied air centralized in a suspended location
not regulated by gravitational forces.

(This has been an online excerpt from the Glossary.)
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